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Wolverine created a buzz for sport-utility vehicles when it came out in During this time, all

efforts focused on improving all-terrain vehicles, leaving sport UTVs on the sidelines.
Fast-forward to today; the Wolverine series has evolved into a mighty four-wheeler that leads
the pack in technology features and ergonomic design. Apart from its intriguing moniker, quiet
year run, and grand comeback, is there more to this ATV than most people know? The Yamaha
Wolverine was the first true sport-utility four-wheeler. This light, agile, and robust vehicle set
the bar for hybrid UTVs during its time. It was both sporty and multifunctional and was fantastic
for leisurely trail rides and yard work. Learn more about its history, specs, known issues, and
corresponding fixes and more! A must-read for the Wolverine enthusiast! It was a utility style
ATV â€” a sporty option with specs that can undertake utility work around the house and farm.
The quad intended to provide torquey, smooth off-roading performance with its user-friendly,
straightforward features, and terrific handling for the occasional challenging rock ledges, dunes
, and high ridge-tops. It also featured other convenient functions that made it a well-known
choice for people who enjoyed trail riding in the deserts, woods, and grasslands. Adding a
winch, a snowplow, or a stereo are just some options, without mentioning what aftermarket
companies had to offer. This quad was solid as a tank. The Wolverine went through a year
hiatus, staying unchanged since its release in This bigger-engine version was produced until
when Yamaha pulled the plug on its manufacture after a collective year production run and a
waning in sales. No resource or reference explains why this brute was named the way it was. A
wolverine is ferocious and strong. This video by Paintballfunz gives a quick review of the
Yamaha Wolverine and shows viewers how to reverse using the four-wheeler:. It will go up to
mph by mph on a level road if jetted and fitted with an aftermarket exhaust. Top speed will still
depend on rider weight, tire pressure, and other factors. A Wolverine or older would be a
full-time 4WD and would work better if you get a kit to disengage the 4WD and use 2WD when
needed. Note that these are big-bore ATVs, so expect that these sports quads will smoke your
Wolverine anytime. The advantage of owning a Wolverine is that it is more versatile than the
rest â€” something that you can enjoy in both the sport and mudding realms. Its lighter engine
and stock tires also enable it to go faster. Plus, for old Wolverine models, they have the same
Warrior engine, which means that mods can be done more efficiently than newer-year models.
With its standout attributes comes its share of flaws. Here are the top five hitches Wolvi owners
experience based on forums , with corresponding recommendations on how to fix them:. Your
engine not starting accordingly or not starting at all, or your vehicle hesitating to accelerate are
all signs that you have this problem. Water in the gas tank could come from several sources,
such as rainwater that seeps through the nooks and crannies of your bike or a loose fuel tank
cap. Once you observe any of these indicators, immediately drain out all water either by
siphoning it from the gas cap or draining it through the drain plug located underneath the tank,
then refill it with a higher Octane unleaded gas. It is not wise to delay this as water can damage
your fuel injectors and engine systems. To find this out, bypass this by unbolting the starter
wire from the relay and placing it on the positive part of the battery. If the starter wire works
fine, then the relay is your problem, and you may have to replace it. What you initially have to do
is check the butterfly on the choke, clean the carb and air filter, and inspect the tank vent tube
to see if your engine is fuel-starved. If it is, drain the tank all the way, check for sediments, and
then refill it with a fresh 87 Octane unleaded gas. Additionally, get a clear plastic inline fuel filter
and spark plug, and put the right kind of wet clutch differential and final gear oil. If you have
completed all these steps and the issue still recurs when the engine gets hot, you may need to
check if your coil is breaking down and get a replacement. Otherwise, throttle responsiveness
should normalize by this time. You can do other things to free a stuck brake, such as rocking
your ATV back and forth or manually pulling the brake cables. You can also attempt to set and
release the brakes multiple times to see if you can knock the brakes free. Oh, I almost forgot â€”
before you try doing any of these hit-and-miss options, consider the ambient temperature. Your
Wolverine may need a little warmth to thaw in case your parking brake just froze up. This
problem starts when the clutch plates wear out and slide against each other instead of
grabbing. It is bound to happen since the plates rub against each other when the clutch is
engaged. Either that or the clutch springs have lost their tension. When you experience this, all
you have to do is lay the bike on its side, remove the clutch cover, and check the components.
No matter how superficial the damage is, it is always good to replace the drive, fiber plates, and
clutch springs. Clutch slipping is inevitable for ATV owners, which means that at some point,
you will need to buy a new clutch kit anyway. But thankfully, a lot of Yamaha communities and
forums provide support to Yamaha consumers, especially those who are either not tech-savvy
or new quad owners. If you encounter any of these issues and cannot get answers from your
group, there is always your backyard mechanic or a professional you can go to. Therefore, you
should know how to properly cold-start this workhorse to help clear up our driveways for more
years to come. Below are the steps to follow:. Yamaha Motor Company Limited is a Japanese

conglomerate that aspires to bring joy and enrich the lives of its customers through its
products and services. Their company mission is to create Kando, which means feeling deep
satisfaction and excitement when encountering something of great value. From its
establishment to date, Yamaha continues to live by its five shared values of Innovation,
Excitement, Confidence, Emotion, and Ties. It gave households the advantage of owning a
2-in-1 four-wheeler, but it also ignited innovation across ATV manufacturers. Synonymous with
hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This
multi-functional quad is no longer just for agricultural applications. Through the years, This
wheeler was Polaris' Skip to conten
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t. The Namesake No resource or reference explains why this brute was named the way it was. It
has a bore of 83 millimeters and a stroke of The engine is forward-inclined with a displacement
of cubic centimeters. Fuel tank capacity is 3. It has a four-wheel-drive with a maximum power
output of It also has an A. The rear suspension utilizes a swing arm with single
preload-adjustable shocks, a solid axle, and 7. Width is The vehicle wheelbase is The seat
height is The minimum turning radius of inches makes for a smoother ride. It also features a
winch, front and rear fenders, brash plates, integrated floorboards, and a sports seat made of
vinyl. It comes equipped with watt Krypton headlights and a watt taillight, an under-seat storage
box with a maximum load limit of 4. Wrap items in cushion material to prevent damage. Yamaha
Wolverine Review This video by Paintballfunz gives a quick review of the Yamaha Wolverine
and shows viewers how to reverse using the four-wheeler:. Continue Reading.

